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Abstract 

Optional selection technique similar to The Ideal So lution (TOPSIS) is a multi-criterion decision Is the method of analysis. 

This was originally Sing-Lai Hwang Created in 1981 by and Yoon, and Yoon and Yoon in 1987. In 1993Further improved 

by Hwang, Lai and Liu. Became TOPSIS Narrow geometric Distance from selected alternative positive optical solution 

(PIS) and negative ideal Based on the idea that the solution must have a very long geome tric distance (NIS) Consists of. 

Identify Weights for each criterion, each Every alternative and best alternative to the criteria Normalizing the marks and 

geometric distance between Compensation is a method of comparing the set of alternatives by calculation. The assumption of 

TOPSIS is The criteria increase uniformly or Decrease. Many because of parameters or Criteria scale problems often have 

Normalizat ion of inappropriate dimensions is common needed. Compensation systems such as TOPSIS Trade between 

criteria A llow exchanges where bad results on one scale are good results on another scale May be denied by. It offers So 

much more than unpaid methods Realistic modeling form, in which  Alternative solutions are included or excluded In terms 

of tough cut-offs. Its in nuclear power plants an example of application given. 

 

Introduction 
For the Ideal Solut ion (TOPSIS) Series 1981 by Hwang et al Mult i-scale created by Yoon Decision-making approach. The 

best alternative is short geometry the notion of having to have distance Based on. A positive best from (PIS) The solution is  

the best solution for geometric distances and negatives (NIS). To make this definit ion easier, you buy a mobile phone 

suppose you like, you go to a store and find 5 mobile phones with RAM, memory, display size, battery and price basically 

analyze. Finally, you are confused after looking at several factors, and more Not sure how to decide which  mobile phone you 

should buy. TOPSIS is a way of assigning rankings based on the weights and impact of a g iven factor. TOPSIS, Opt ional 

sequencing technique, s imilar to  the ideal solution,  this  is a mult i-criterion decision analysis method. Th is is a set of basic 

alternat ives the previously mentioned  criteria Compares. This This t ime in d ifferent industries Used in business , each t ime 

collected Analytical decision should be made In terms of data. Of tops is Mysterious logic, the chosen alternative and the 

narrowest geometric d istance from the solution, and the longest geometric d istance from the bad solution  Better to  have 

Based on the notion of want. 

Multi criteria decision making 
From the Multi-Scale Decision Making (MCDM) format All decision making in engineering up to production Has the 

potential to improve areas, but it is more than that. this can be very useful for applications in technology marketing sectors. 

Very s mall in material performance Gains. Full potential of MCDM systems is complex Material selection is perceived by 

the Material for Problems, Process and Ability to consider form simultaneously . So the scope of MCDM methods is broad 

Experience expanding to scale engineering applications and improving product selection Feedback is also required. 

Effectiveness of practical design issues and data limits to deal with uncertainty and compromise It  is important to use 

MCDM most effectively  in  handling, product selection and design [1]. Multid imensional decision analysis (MCDA) or 

multid imensional decision making (MCDM) is a fully developed branch of sub -disciplinary and operational research Yes, it 

is interested in Subjective evaluation of a finite number Designing supportive math and computational tools results. A 

Defined by the decision maker A lternatives under performance criteria or  team (Ultima, 1999). MCDA /  MCDM 

Mathematics, Behavior Conclusion Theory, Economics, computer technology, software In many fields, including 

engineering and information systems Uses knowledge from. [2Ideal, one of the known classical MCDM methods For order 

performance through Solution (TOPSIS) Unity The technique was first intro duced by Hwang to solve the MCDM problem. 

And by Yoon [2]. That is, for many problems like th is, the decision maker Many others. MCDM Problem Matrix Can  be 

summarized in  the form [3]. Since Belman and Jadeh first introduced ambiguous packages in MCDM, several researchers 

Are involved in decision making ambiguous contexts. Are interested. The fusion between MCDM and ambiguous synthesis 

theory is a new one Led to the decision-making As vaguely multi-criterion decision making (FMCDM) today The so-called 

theory, incomplete and uncertain We have decision models that can handle knowledge and information [4]. One in 

professional organizat ion and functional research Important Topic Many criteria ambiguous Decision making (FMCDM), 

which is in various fields Used. Valuable in FMCDM contexts This is to prepare knowledgeable scholars Options and spaces 

in the title  To understand. Many decision-making alternatives and Vague mult i-criteria with criteria Decision Making 

(MCDM) (FMCDM) is an expert organization that specializes in operational research. Important topic. In the selected 

criteria, MCDM is very much from the set of alternatives Aims to identify the appropriate alternative (s) [5]. The TOPSIS 
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method is the second most common of the MCDM approaches is the popular method. Dozens of scholars use TOPSIS in 

various areas of simple o r have extended the TOPSIS system to solve complex problems, modified  or customized problems. 

Development trends of the TOPSIS system and Most of its applications for solving various problems  are to solve simple and 

complex tasks Very clearly rearrange the common developmental trends of all MCDM systems [6]. On the other hand, a 

boundary profile Under the overview, the financial analyst  is between two defined classes will think of a profile that is 

within range, which may be less intuitive. Consider this with, like the Of the traditional ELECTRE-TRI sorting ELECTRE-

TRI-C and ELECTRE-TRI-nC types system Methods for sequencing alternatives  using Attribute in the MCDM / A literature 

Profiles are proposed [7]. In common multidimensional Decision-making (MCDM) approaches, weights of properties 

Comparative importance in the decision-making process Reflect. The evaluation of the criteria is different Because it 

includes ideas and meanings, We cannot consider every estimate criteria are equally important (Chen, Zheng, & Ding, 2003). 

In weighing methods there are two  types: subjective methods and objective methods  [8]. Market ing strategic decision can be 

classified as a multidiscip linary  Decision Making (MCDM) problem. Large number of market ing strategists  when evaluating 

and selecting marketing strategies Complex factors need to be considered. Important results are indeterminate direct ly It is 

recommended that MCDM methods be helpful in achiev ing this. Basic the principle of MCDM is that of multip le criteria 

Decisions must be made on a case-by-case basis 2005). So, effect ively deal with some issues It is better to use MCDM 

methods to solve [9]. It  is necessary to compare MCDM methods and the importance of the select ion problem McCrimmon, 

32 MCDM Suggested a taxonomy of Methods. Also, Zavadskas et al.10 MCDM They also pointed  to the updated use of 

methods [10]. There is only one buyer and several suppliers. The winner of the reverse auction (WD) problem both the 

quality and quantitative characteristics of the benefit and cost categories are considered for resolution. Here, WD The 

problem (MCDM) is considered a mult i-d imensional decision-making problem. Variety in MCDM In shaping the priority 

value of attributes In order to address the inaccuracies of suppliers or decision makers  [11] Multiple criteria decision-making 

is the presence of many, usually conflicting, decision-making criteria Refers to finding the best idea out of all possible 

alternatives. Tradit ional Engineering Economics Models do not notice the intrinsic benefits to operating systems and, 

therefore, detailed mult idimensional decision-making techniques [12]. MCDM is a real-world standard for a variety of 

quality / quantitative criteria in  certain  / uncertain  / hazardous environments. Appropriate among the many alternatives 

available, as it is considered a process of assessing circumstances Find action /  selection / strategy / policy [13]. Suitable 

MCDM to solve the problem under consideration Before selecting the method, the situation is relevant It is necessary to 

develop all the components in detail selection results, analyst and decision makers’ p rob lem, possible alternatives, 

Contradictions between different effects, criteria and data uncertainty Wait until you understand [14]. A lternatively, one or 

more of the available alternatives depending on several evaluation criteria Many criteria will decide whether to rank or select 

more COTS products (MCDM) approach is used. MCDM COTS which includes evaluation of several criteria Effect ive 

framework for comparing products Provides. For example, various COTS products Whether MCDM can  be used effectively 

for comparison to prove from many d imensions, OTSO (Off-The-Gondio  Developed a systematic approach called self -will). 

[15]. The current TOPSIS system for solving MCDM problems is a benchmark score. Offers only. Conversely, when there is 

a gap data each depends on each criterion That the value of the alternative may also vary Within a range and different 

behaviors Considering the fact that may have, different Changing ideals in situations is logically better [16]. Mult i-level 

decision making with ambiguous data we designed TOPSIS for issues, and more We have developed an algorithm to 

determine the excess desirable choice of all possible alternatives. Converting the result matrix into an ambiguous result 

matrix and the ambiguous ratings of the decision makers once integrated, we created a weighted ambiguous result matrix. 

Ambiguous distance value, to obtain and diffuse FPIS and FNIS as crisp values are used. Following the TOPSIS approach, 

Of each alternative from FPIS and FNIS, respectively We also calcu lated the similarity [17]. Th is method also deals with 

ambiguous MCDM issues Extended. For example, Tsaur, Chang and Yen (2002) first introduced a vague MCDM issue to 

Android It solves the ambiguous the TOPSIS method MCDM prob lem using, which converts it into a s moother one with 

diffusion. Chen and Tcheng (2004) Vague MCDM They transform them into a problem vague using MCDM vague 

integration. Using Instead of distance, the relative size of each alternative they use gray contact quality to define intimacy. 

Chu (2002A; 2002b) and chu and lin (2003) Smooth using TOPSIS MCDM solves the problem method, smoothing out the 

ambiguous MCDM problem. 

 

Performance evaluation 
Performance appraisal is the determination  of an  employee's work and results based on their work responsibilities Is defined 

as the systematic and production process for measuring. Ideally, employees do their job They will be graded annually at the 

annual festival, based on which they will be promoted or paid  The hike is provided by the appropriate d istribution. 

Performance appraisal is the work of an employee and their as a systematic and productive process for measuring results in 

terms of work responsibilit ies Is defined. Total Employee Income (ROI) on Industrial Standards and Investment Compared, 

increased business income Basically the value added by an employee It  is used to measure size. By  focusing inward towards 

their employees “from within All companies that have learned the art of "success", without missing out on employee 

performance Rely  on a systematic performance appraisal process for measuring and evaluating. Better, Employees will be 

graded annually at their work anniversary, based on them Appropriate distribution of p romotion or salary increase is 

provided. Performance appraisal, for employees Plays a d irect  role in providing feedback from time to t ime  [18]. Explore 

performance assessment model Purpose of the sheet. This paper is about the ambiguous analysis hierarchical process 

Basically creates an evaluation model and the best solution , order by analogy with obscure TOPSIS Performance technique 

enables industrial p ractitioners to evaluate performance in ambiguous environments. Values are parameters with triangular 
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obscure numbers. ODM companies for different notebook systems The purpose  of this research is to develop an ambiguous 

AHP and  ambiguous TOPSIS model for evaluation. Productivity, finance, innovation, supply chain, human resources and 

service quality In the performance assessment for notebook computer ODM co mpanies included [19]. Introducing the FCM / 

TOPSIS Ranking Approach, Multiple Multidimensional Performance Evaluation and Decision Making We think we can set 

the stage for applications. For example, sustainability, supplier Management, location analysis and other criteria to be 

considered simultaneously Complex decision-making environments such as operational and strategic decisions can benefit 

from the use of this technique [20]. The purpose of this study is funding for the banks in fund and exp loring non -financial 

indicators services sector Is basically  proposing a vague performance appraisal model. According to this, FAHP proposed 

because it is more flexib le in performance evaluation than tradit ional methods Aims to be informative and transformative. 

The Topsis method is briefly compressed in Section 5. In the next section, performance in the Turkish banking sector The 

application fo r evaluation has been given. Further In  the last part of the results and reco mmendations for future studies [21]. 

The rest of this sheet is as follows Are sorted. In the second category, companies Rates used in performance appraisal Briefly 

explained. Performance assessment. Bozdag˘, Kahraman and Ruan (2003) Best Computer Has four different ambiguities to 

choose from production method several characteristic groups proposed decision-making methods. One of these methods is 

FAHP and the other is Yagarin Weighted targets method, Flynn approach and ambiguous artificial rating. Chang, Cheng and 

Wang (2003) Air For performance appraisal of stations created the system. 

 

Fuzzy TOPSIS 
Fuzzy TOPSIS (Order Priority Technique by Similarit ies to Ideal So lution) Best of Similar Options Is one of the best ways to 

get the solution. It also has the option to automate the process The ambiguity in the process can also be used to overcome 

uncertainty. Of this study paper The purpose is to provide a general overview of the development  of obscure TOPSIS 

systems. We are a literary  We start with the review and the different  obscure models used in  the decision -making  field  Let's 

explore. Finally, we offer some applications of obscure topsis [22]. An ambiguous TOPSIS approach to plant habitat 

selection has been proposed, where diversity Estimates of different alternative locations and weights of different criteria 

under the criteria are unclear Are estimated on the basis of linguistics represented by numbers. As proposed, Estimates and 

an average of weights assigned by decisions Calculated and comparable ones are normalized. Member function of each 

normal weight estimate is of obscure numbers Spacing can be generated by arithmetic  [23]. Obscure TOPSIS methods are 

not efficient enough because “Obscure positive-optimal Obscure ranking approaches to obtain "solution" and "ambiguous 

negative-optimal solution" Are used, however no one can rank vague. In all cases Satisfactory numbers in situations. Vague 

TOPSIS Processes, ambiguous set, hesitant Other methods associated with fuzzy topsides, such as fuzzy sets or intuitive 

fuzzy sets Such as ambiguous analysis hierarchical process (AHP) or improvements to team dec ision making Approaches are 

explored and compared. Many alternatives and criteria used. This In the paper, an overview of the implementation of 

ambiguous TOPSIS methods is analyzed. In  the last decade (2009-2018 years) 25 art icles and studies reviewed and 

compared. Reluctantly vague Obscurity related to studied literature such as topsis or intuitive obscurity topsis The 

applications of the variants of topsis are outlined [24]. To solve the limitations, an ambiguous TOPSIS method is 

recommended for the robot selection problem, which is different Significance of criteria for weights and for various 

alternatives under different subjective criteria Estimates are estimated on a linguistic basis represente d by triangular obscure 

numbers [25]. Global top four with fuzzy TOPSIS techniques with proposed fuzzy AHP and MCDM This research invites 10 

experts to evaluate the performance of notebook computer ODM companies. Obscure Used to determine the preferred weight 

of the AHP rating. Then, the actual performance values And between following the desired positions in each dimension and 

criterion Based on the four proposed companies, to improve the replacement gaps This research also follows the obscure 

TOPSIS to find the best alternatives to achieve the desired / desired levels [26]. The method developed can be used 

successfully to solve decision making problems in various fields. So, surprisingly, many of the documents in the literature 

are routine, interval-valued, and ambiguous Dedicated to the successful real-world applications of Topy’s  methods. Consider 

this With that, our common ambiguous TOPSIS method is said to provide the best results in many cases It can be said, 

because it has no limits of known methods and takes into account the most important informat ion Makes it possible to take, 

especially the expert approach of the method. Integration of local criteria [27]. To use ambiguous TOPSIS for the MCGDM 

problem, the selection criteria must be the same. However, based on the above comments, ambiguous tops are more 

appropriate and Direct. The ambiguous TOPSIS method was used to construct the selection  criteria previously described 

[28]. Proposal obscure tapis system research Different shopping websites with calls These are the 12 experts who evaluate. 

Vague is TOPSIS The weight is four shopping to determine the rating criteria It is also used to sort alternatives to websites. 

Admin istration in the field of web shopping This research aims to provide some empirical strategies for improving 

performance [29]. In this work, several criteria for selecting a green supplier Brazilian electronics company We have 

followed the vague TOPSIS method for resolving decision making issues. This part is vague Packages and Linguistics 

Variables, Topsis Mode and the proposed vague TOPSIS method Briefly describes  [30]. Evaluating alternatives with obscure 

topsis and final determin ing the ranking. In the first phase, in projects Change the criteria used, their as the assessment is 

determined and decided Is  being created. AHP model alternates between objective first level and criteria second level the 

projects are structured to be tertiary. At the last stage of the first stage, excision making by the decision-making body 

Hierarchy is recognized [31]. Unclear Gallery theory in p roduction management Succulently Set  and Implemented. 

Modeling and ambiguous synthesis theory as a means of Analysis of decision-making systems, facility Dealing with location 

selection issues The application is very interesting for res earchers, However, there are s mall studies in use. ambiguous 

TOPSIS for facility location selection [32]. Fuzzy TOPSIS Total scores for uniform assessment Build  and choose the best 
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alternative The application is very interesting and used for researchers . The ambiguous TOPSIS approach is the ambiguity of 

the Criteria and replacements in Topsis includes ratings (Hwang & Yoon, 1981). TOPSIS The approach is very close to the 

positive ideal solution and far away from the best solution of negative Selects an alternative in. 

 

Ideal solution 
The best solution is a homogeneous mixture of materials with physics properties that are directly related to the properties o f 

the pure components. The classic of this position The claim is the Rout rule, which is valid for many highly dilute solutions 

and a particular type of concentrated solution, i.e. solvent and solvent Interactions between molecu les are between 

molecules. Every object is itself. Benzene with very similar molecular structures and Toluene solutions are the best: any 

mixture of the two is equal to the sum of the volumes of the individual components, and the mixing process Occurs without 

heat absorption or evolution. The vapor pressures of solutions are mathematically represented by the linear action of the 

molecular compound. n Chemistry is a solution that exh ibits thermodynamic properties such as a better solution or a better 

mixture of gases. Of the mixture Antelope is zero, as well as the volume change of the compound by definition; If the 

enthalpy of the mixture is close to zero, the behavior of the solution is very high Will become "better". The vapor pressure of 

the solvent and solvent obeys Rowell's law and Henry 's law, respectively, and the functional coefficient (which Measure 

deviation from ideal) Each component is equal to one [33]. Order Performance Technique similar to TOPSIS known as 

Classical MCDM One of the methods was first developed by Hwang and to solve the MCDM problem. Created. The 

selected alternative is positive and the short distance from the ideal solution is negative Based on the idea that the ideal 

solution should have the most distance. The shortest distance from the selected alternative positive ideal solution and the 

negative ideal solution The basic principle is to have the most dis tance [34]. (MOLSNLP) Problem Solving Unity Better 

Solution (TOPSIS) Approach to Order Option We are expanding the technique. Compromise (TOPSIS) control reduces the 

distance, which is close The solution should have the shortest distance from the positive ideal solution (PIS) and the longest 

distance from the negative ideal solution (NIS) [35]. Overall performance appraisal of indiv idual performance scores against 

MADM approaches activities to be combined into scores. The aggregation process is through the use of measurements 

Brings a sequence of individual scores obtained. In this study, the proposed PMM's The AHP approach is used to weigh 

dimensions and their components. Ideal solution Gain total scores using the Order Priority Technique through the (TOPSIS) 

approach Weights and performance scores are linked [36]. Classical is one of the best known methods for MCDM. The basic 

logic of TOPSIS, the best solution and Is to define the negative ideal solution. The best solution is to increase the cost criteria 

and cost The solution is to reduce the criteria, while the best solution to the negative is the cost criteria The solution is  to 

increase and decrease the benefit criteria. In short, the ideal  solution is by criteria Has all the best values achievable, whereas 

in the negative ideal solution criteria with all the worst values that can be achieved. Negative even the shortest distance from 

the best solution The optimal alternative is to have more distance from the ideal solution. In Sen’s work, he is the best 

solution and developed the inherent values for the negative ideal solution based on the criteria. The best Negative optimal 

solution in default values and criteria for solution is always (1, 1 , 1) and (0, 0, 0) respectively [37]. In  this article, we look at 

the technique for order prioritization by unity for a Better Solution (TOPSIS) We will d iscuss the weights of DMs. The basic 

idea of TOPSIS is very straightforward. It is simultaneous Distance between Positive Ideal So lution (PIS) and Negative Ideal 

Solution (NIS) Considers, and an optional sequence of their relative proximity and the combination of these two distance 

measurements Is basically ranked. We define the positive best solution as the average of the group decision. Negative The 

ideal solution consists of two parts: the left and right negative ideal solution, which are the minimum and maximum teams of 

group decision, respectively. 
Conclusion 

The ability to improve all areas of decision making in engineering from design to manufacturing is multifaceted Contains 

decision-making (MCDM), but only for applications in high-tech market sectors Would be very useful. Very small gains in 

material performance. Performance evaluation is a The system for measuring an employee’s work and results based on their 

work responsibilities and is defined as the production process. Best of all, employees celebrate their work year W ill be 

graded annually, on the basis of which they are eligible for promotion o r pay rise Distribution is provided. Fuzzy TOPSIS 

(Order Priority by Similarit ies to Ideal Solution) Technique) is one of the best ways to get the best solution out of similar  

options. It also helps to automate the process and the ambiguity and uncertainty  in  the selection process Can also be used for 

moving. The best solution is physics, which relates directly to the propert ies of the pure elements Is a homogeneous mixture 

of substances with properties. The classic statement of this condition is Rowlt As a  ru le, it is valid fo r many h ighly dilute 

solutions and a particular type of concentrated solution, viz. The relat ionships between solvent and solvent molecules are th e 

same as between molecules Will be. Every  object is itself. Multi -criterion decision making  (MCDM) or mult i-criterion 

decision Analysis (MCDA) is a subdivision of functional research that is involved in decision making (daily In life and in 

organizations such as business, government and medicine) with many conflicting criteria Apparently evaluates). 
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